Safety Debriefing

- DP LAB
  - Instructions: More Slowly (pump)
  - Fix Leaky Pressure
  - Check all values before Lab
  - Blue Fluid $p$ may have changed?
  - Mix all blue fluid and then test?

Viscosity LAB

- More comfort with loading (Lab group Data)
  Demo w/camera in Classroom
  - Station 3 - Pump leaking before experiment
Viscosity Lab Conte… (and Error Prop)

- TA Available to help w/Error
- Intro Error sooner
- Software for Error? (MINITAB)
- Everyone creates a blank Excel worksheet for future use w/Error

HE Lab

- How to collect steam (pump up inst.
  (better instruction) for pail & scale)

  Record time when the steam settings are
  changed. Remind people! "Say note time"
- Better way to gather class data
  Improve SunnyMonkey google Spreadsheet

- Make clear the way to Read Rotameter (youtube video)

- Maintain on Banodan Gauges
  Bordem